
SPACE SHIBA INU
WHITEPAPER

Our talented mission control team is working tirelessly to build a space 
program that will get our community token to the launch pad, into the rocket 
and off to the moon! This fun space themed token is more than just the next 
meme project, we are committed to this journey through the stars for the long 
run. Our mission aims to discover and stake rare collectible NFTs throughout 
our voyage, earn rewards for our passengers and fill in the downtime with 
exciting play to earn games until the day we land on the moon and start 
building our own metaverse! This will be an adventure for the ages!

Introducing Mission Control

www.spaceshibainu.com
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01 Starmap

Construction & Launch
Token launch

BSC launch

Website launch

Pancakeswap listing

Organic marketing
and community build-up

Holder rewards program

CG & CMC Listing

Launch dApp

Smart Contract Audit

5,000 holders

Launch NFT Mint Engine

Launch Internal Marketplace

P2E Game

Stable Orbit
Aggressive marketing rollout

Additional P2E Games

Additional exchanges

Continuous influencer push

Community sourced ideas

50,000 holders

Transit to Moon
P2E Game

CEX listings

Major partnerships

Real world events

100,000 holders

Moon Landing
150,000 holders

Introduction into the Metaverse

More to come!

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4



02 Values
TRUST
Trust is something that is earned and is one 
of the most crucial aspects of an aspiring 
project. Trust is gained not only through 
transparency in the community and 
development but also in security efforts. 
Security audits are paramount in our plans. 
In addition our liquidity pool is locked for 3 
years. In addition, we have an Anti-whale 
measure that limits transactions to a total of 
3% of the total circulating supply.

Transparency
Space Shiba Inu is an open source 
decentralized community of enthusiasts. 
We encourage open communication 
and community engagement. Trust, 
transparency and community are the 
engines that drive us to the moon

Community
Our community is the rocket that gets us to 
the moon! We’re all in it together and 
together we will achieve our dreams! We 
have a rapidly growing telegram channel 
dedicated to our world wide community!

Sustainability
Building a moon base is something that 
takes time, effort, money and dedication. It 
begins with building a strong team and 
launchpad, firmly anchored to the ground. 
We are in this for the long haul. This is a 
project and roadmap that we are passionate 
about and committed to.

Space Shiba Inu
100K members, 99K online

Join Group



03 Ecosystem

Instant Rewards
For every transaction in the Space Shiba network a 2% fee is 
distributed to existing holders. That means you earn more Space 
Shiba just by holding it in your wallet. Watch your Space Shiba 
grow with every single transaction!

NFT Staking & Marketplace
We have a fun and exciting limited lineup of uncommon or 
better, 2D space explorers that we will be doing an early release 
of to help our space crew get our rocket off the ground and to the 
moon! These will have utility in stage 2!. The second generation 
of NFTs will be 3D purchasable on our internal marketplace! All of 
our NFTs will have utility in our space based P2E games!

Crypto Gaming
Crypto gaming is exploding in popularity 
within crypto circles and the general 
public! We have a variety of space 
themed games that are in the planning 
phase that will be both exciting, engaging 
and rewarding!

Project Merchandise
Great projects have significant organic 
growth. Well designed merchandise is a 
great way to have fun with your 
community and spread the word!

Farm & Staking

1,087,164,948
$SSI to Harvest

~$121.66

9,109,164,948
$SSI in Wallet:

~$941.66

Harvest All

Harvest

NFT
Harvest

NFT



04 Space Shiba Coin
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based smart 
contracts with much greater speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With 
decentralized exchanges on BSC oering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, BSC 
has started to become one of the most widely used mblockchains for Decentralized Finance 
(Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the BinanceTeam called BEP-20. Known for 5 
second block speeds much faster than nearly every other option in the space

Advantages of the Binance smart chain are: It’s 
a proprietary blockchain, which will provide 
security and safety to all users and developers. 
Its native dual chain interoperability will allow 
cross-chain communication and scaling of 
high-performance dApps that require a fast 
and smooth user experience. It’s 
EVM-compatible and will support all of the 
existing Ethereum toolings along with faster 
and cheaper transactions. Its on-chain 
governance with Proof of Staked Authority 
consensus, built on 21 validators who validate 
the transactions, will provide decentralization 
and enable significant community involvement.

https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-numbers 
Baby Doge is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart 
chain network

Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds:



Space Shiba employs 5 basic token mechanics. With each transaction, an 10% tax is split in 
the following ways for the benefit of the project and community.

05 Space Shiba Protocol

06 Tokenomics

Marketing address: 0xCd119b9cE9CfC6A7541E02E2c2613a7703b16287

Contract address: 0xea5cd2dd91de5b080dbbc7226893c457c5eceb91

Reflection 

2%
Marketing 

2%
LP Acquisition 

2%
Project Development 

2%

Burn

2%

Total Supply

1 Quadrillion

Circulating Supply

1 Quadrillion

Market Cap

$50,000 +
Token Symbol

$SSI

Holders

150+


